
BEYOND MAN – WE BURN YOUR PLACES OF WORSHIP 

Good things come to those who wait, but the best things are announced by a sulphurous stench. 

Dormant for over a decade, Nidrosian Black Metal band Beyond Man has been awakened like an ancient 

curse from a moisty crypt. Beyond Man's self-titled album, internationally released by The Sinister 

Flame on June 21st, smells of old amplifiers drenched in rotten blood, ash and whisky. I was beyond 

psyched that vocalist/bassist/frontman extraordinaire W. agreed on sharing some insights in the band 

zealot’s visions and nightmares. (JOKKE) Pics by Tine Blomsøy 

 

Beyond Man has a non-typical lifecycle, or should I say death cycle, since the band has been laid 

dormant for a decade. What where the reasons for this rather long hiatus? 

Well, it was never planned. You could say that life and other commitments were the reason. We also 

fought each other like rabid dogs at times back in 2008-2009, so I think these years have done good to us. 

Now we only nag like old men. 

Did you deliberately lay Beyond Man to rest in 2010 or did you know that one day, the band would be 

resurrected in one way or another, when the time was right? Was it due to the burial of One Tail One 

Head in 2018, of which both you and drummer S. were members, that you suddenly had more time to 

dedicate to another band such as Beyond Man? 

The time simply wasn't right and other commitments took over. Me and S. always talked about that we 

at least should try to release the 3 songs we recorded before we quit, but we kind of weren’t sure where 

the recording was, haha. Nothing was planned, but last year we decided to meet up and just try the old 

material and after the first notes it was like we never left the old rehearsal place. Energy like that must be 

respected, so we decided to push on there and then. Of course, not having OTOH freed up a lot of time. 

The end of OTOH also left a blank hole in me personally as it was a unique, wild, dark and lethal energy 

that I missed sharing with brother S., so I guess even if this resurrection wasn't planned (at least not by 

us), it might have been our subconsciousness working towards it.  

But Beyond Man is by all means not OUR new/old band. The other two members are as important as me 

and S. Without the main composer E., who has a whole tomb of new and old ideas, and A., who actually 

remembered the old songs, this would not be possible. 

Before the hiatus, you independently released the “Neter-khertet” demo. “Neter-khertet”, also 

appearing as “duat” or “amenti”, is the realm of the dead in ancient Egyptian mythology and the cover 

depicts, Anubis, the ancient Egyptian god of the dead. What is the correlation between Egyptian 

mythology and the songs “Ave Usera!” and “Art Beyond Man” that are featured on the demo? I have 

been doing some research after the meaning of “Usera” but I’m still in the dark, so enlighten me! 
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This is even to me a bit obscure. The old lyrics were written by S. back in 2007-2008 when he was deep 

into Egyptian mythology, dancing with Anubis and lucid dreaming. This has brought forth quite a few 

questions now when we went through the lyrics again. But to keep true to the atmosphere, I chose to not 

change a word. For they mean a great deal to me personally as I remember the feelings they brought 

out when we played the material back in the day. From what I can gather “Usera” is a version of “User” 

an ancient Egyptian nomarch.  

The “Ave Usera!” lyrics’ closing sentence is “For we shall join blood as we rip the bricks out of 

Temenos”.  In Greek, a temenos is a piece of land cut off and assigned as an official domain, especially 

to kings and chiefs, or a piece of land marked off from common uses and dedicated to a god, a sanctuary, 

holy grove or holy precinct. Examples are the Pythian racecourse, the sacred valley of the Nile, the 

Acropolis of Athens, the Kaaba and the Great Mosque of Mecca. Do the lyrics refer to a specific 

temenos? 

As stated above, this is a younger S. heavy into obscure books and traveling the subconsciousness. But I 

would say it is anything you can envision. It’s just another way of saying: we burn your places of worship, 

rattle your safety cage and tear down the very foundation of your world. 

Also music-wise, I hear subtle musical references to Egyptian mythology, mainly in the intro and last 

part of closing track “The World Encircler”. How did a Norwegian Black Metal band end up with themes 

taken from Egyptian mythology, given that your homeland Norway itself has a very rich history in 

mythology and symbolism? 

For this album we decided to let the theme circle around that because of the old songs. But also for some 

reason, a desert feeling has always travelled with us, why I don't know.  

Before you chose the moni- 

ker Beyond Man, the band had 

been active for a couple of 

years as Vordrinn. Why did 

you decide to opt for the name 

Beyond Man and what idea/ 

concept does this band name 

hold? 

We went through a line-up 

change and with that, the 

music took another direction, I 

would say. Thus, the old name 

just didn't make sense. The 

music kind of made the band 

name. What we do is not from 

the world of Man, so it came 

naturally once the song “Art 

Beyond Man” came about. 
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Beyond Man’s line-up contains members who are or were also involved in bands such as One Tail, One 

Head, Mare and Saligia, amongst others. Is the resurrected line-up the same as before the band was 

laid dormant?  

Yes. 

I suppose that “art beyond man” 

can also mean “music beyond 

man”, no? In this case, it could 

be of insignificant importance 

who is part of the band’s line up 

since we have to look at the 

bigger picture. Do you agree? 

Last time I checked, art also 

included music, no? 

Well, I get what you’re saying, 

and I agree in a way. WE are not 

important, but WHAT we do is. Of 

course, for us personally it is very 

important who we choose to 

surround ourselves with, but in a 

way, we are just tools for what is 

flowing through us. 

Your self-titled debut record contains two reprisals: the aforementioned “Ave Usera!” and “Art Beyond 

Man”. Are the three other compositions also dating from back in the days or are they more recently 

composed tracks? 

“Helel Ben Sahar” also belongs to the “old”-family. The other two tracks are new, but still consist of some 

old ideas. 

The title of the album’s opening track, “Helel Ben Sahar”, can be translated as “Lucifer in the Vulgate”. 

This refers to the rise and disappearance of the morning star Venus in the phrase "O light-bringer, son 

of the dawn." in Isaiah 14:12–15, which has been the origin of the belief that Satan was a fallen angel, 

who could also be referred to as Lucifer. What does Satan symbolize for you and can your views be best 

described as Luciferianism?  

Satan to me is the black flag, the crossbones, the morning star, the opposer, passion, madness, blood 

rage, the joker, the dragon, the wild beast, the gentleman, the angel, the asker of questions that are 

forbidden, your best friend or your worst enemy. To BECOME a Satan is maybe the best way to describe 

my view. Don't think you can attach any “ism” to me. That would mean that you think you have figured 

me out. Then you would be the first. 

Many songs contain vocal parts or choirs that seem to be sung in praise of someone or something and 

are very rousing. To whom are the lyrics addressed to? 

That is for me to know and for you to speculate about. 
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For many Black Metal bands, lyrical content is as important as the music itself. With members being 

active in different bands, you might want to differentiate between different bands in terms of music, 

but probably also in terms of concept. Is it easy to come up with interesting lyrical content for each 

band you’re involved with? How much time is spent on working on this side of the band and where is 

inspiration taken from? 

Lyrics are very hard. It can take me years to write one. Therefore I am not the only one doing lyrics in the 

bands I am involved with. But this is because I want them to mean something. For me. I need them to 

connect to a certain part of my inside in order to deliver them properly. Now, I am fortunate enough that 

people I play with write good lyrics to which I can relate. And if I see I can change something to make it 

more personal, I am allowed to do that. 

Inspiration can come from so many places, often life itself can give you a great deal. You just need to dare 

to look deep inside yourself. It’s way down there that the demons dwell. 

The intro is entitled as “Descending”. 

Are we descending into the realm of 

the dead we already have been 

talking about at the beginning of this 

interview? 

We are descending into a realm 

Beyond Man. 

What is the meaning behind the 

artwork depicting two snakes coming 

out of a fire? 

It is inspired by the lyrics. When you 

look at it, you can relate to the Son of 

the morning, the uncoiling serpent, 

the sun, the art beyond man, primeval 

chaos, etc.  

The label’s promotional text contains 

a very accurate description of Beyond 

Man’s sound: “Call it black metal if 

you wish, or envision Morbid Angel sitting down with Black Sabbath and listening to Norwegian black 

metal while sharing a bottle of red wine followed by straight shots of heavy smoked whisky.” The Black 

Sabbath influences shine through the most in “Art Beyond Man”. Is Black Sabbath one of the bands that 

started it all for you, speaking of your interest in the devil’s music? I also noted that drummer S.’ 

nickname on Instagram is “Witchieblackmoor”, so I guess he’s a big Deep Purple and Rainbow 

enthusiast? What other bands serve as an inspiration for Beyond Man besides these older bands? 

Rock ‘n Roll is the Devil’s music.  What sent me on the left-hand path personally was Iron Maiden’s “The 

Number of the Beast”. No return after that. All the bands you mention are very important to us, of course, 

and the list of bands that serves as inspiration can probably go on for 2 pages as we are 4 people who 

listen to a wide range of music.  
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The record was released on June 21st, the brightest day of the year, also known as Summer Solstice. 

Was it of any importance to have the record exactly released on this date? The significance of 

midsummer seems to be more important for Nordic countries as compared to our region. What 

meaning does Summer Solstice hold for you? 

As with many other things in this band, it just happened. The label presented this date for us and of course 

it had to be that day. Not our doing, but it made sense. Well, Summer Solstice for me is being in Sweden 

on a hembygdsgård (Swedish “folk museums” or “living history museums”; ADDERGEBROED) watching 

people dance around a midsommarstång (maypole; ADDERGEBROED). There’s something very heathen 

and calm about the whole thing.  

Beyond Man is based in Trondheim, a Norwegian 

city that, for the past decade, seems to be one of the 

most fertile grounds for Norwegian Black Metal. 

Many Trondheim based bands are often labelled 

under the moniker Nidrosian Black Metal, referring 

to Nidaros, the medieval name for the city. Are 

there, besides the geographical element, also 

certain musical elements that can define Nidrosian 

Black Metal like it is the case with for example 

Cascadian Black Metal, Florida Death Metal or 

Stockholm Death Metal? Some say it is the ritualism 

and arcane atmosphere that sets Nidrosian Black 

Metal apart from Norwegian Black Metal. Do you 

agree? 

As someone deep on the inside of that whole movement, it’s hard for me to point out what defines it. 

Dedication, strong will, supreme quality, darkness, vibrating and potent energy, and a dead serious 

approach with a “no bullshit” attitude would best describe it. 

Playing the devil’s advocate, I must say that I also hear some negative comments on the Nidrosian Black 

Metal scene, that it would be a hype and that it brings nothing new to the scene, since most bands are 

building on the glorious past of Norwegian Black Metal. Some even say that if it weren’t for Celestial 

Bloodshed frontman Steingrim Torson ending up dead in a shotgun incident in 2009, nobody would pay 

so much interest to this scene, which is something I sincerely doubt. How do you cope with this criticism 

of being labelled a hype or a trend knowing that you most probably hate trends and hypes yourself? 

Really? Well, everyone is entitled to have an opinion, I guess. Then I would strongly recommend everyone 

that goes around saying this to put a gun to their head and pull the trigger, so that your friends get to 

experience some success and maybe even a hype. Go ahead, you do the hard work, so they don't have to. 

How do you remember Steingrim Torson, one of the central figures in the beginning of the Nidaros 

scene? Did his unfortunate death at a young age make you cope differently with life and death? 

I remember him with a smile on my lips and tears in my eyes. It definitely made me think: no return, don't 

let fuckers try to make this a hype. Work harder. Honour him.  
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A label that has been very important in the history of Nidrosian Black Metal is Terratur 

Possessions. The label has released several records by OTOH, Castrum Doloris, 

Celestial Bloodshed, Manii, Sarath, Whoredom Rife, Mare, Enevelde and Misotheist, 

amongst others. With Beyond Man, however, you decided to cooperate with The 

Sinister Flame, an independent Finnish record label specializing in esoteric and occult 

Black and Death Metal. Why did you decide to work with them?   

We simply put it out there that we were without a label, and he reached out. And I have known of his 

work in the underground for years, so after a little talk we agreed to join forces. 

Throughout the years, the infamous Magasin 4 venue in Brussels became some sort of a second home 

for the Nidrosian Black Masses. Do you know how that came to be, and do you have any fond memories 

about Belgium and Magasin 4? 

Because I got to know the infamous Leslie from A Thousand Lost Civilizations at some point in this wild 

ride called life. I met him for the first time on the Celestial Bloodshed tour and we stayed in touch 

afterwards. Then further down the road, he booked OTOH there and started working with Terratur. I have 

so many good memories and friends there. Can’t wait to come back. 

Wraath, to me you’re one of the best, if not the best, frontman ever in Black Metal. I know that that 

also counts for many of my friends and even other bands I spoke. The energy and chaos you unleash on 

stage is out of this world. Are there specific rituals that you perform to arrive to a certain state of mind 

needed to perform before going on stage?  

There’s rarely much time or calmness to perform any such thing behind a stage. I just leave everything 

behind, tell myself that there is nothing beyond that time on stage. Sacrifice everything, expect nothing 

in return and respect the beast you unleash. 

Do you have some kind of “role models” of your own that shaped you as the frontman you are today? 

I don’t know about role models, but of course I’m probably shaped by my early influences and now by 

people I respect as well. Yet, I never looked and said “I’m gonna be him”. Hell, I wasn't even supposed to 

sing! It was actually S. who pushed me in front of the mic. 

On the one hand there is the chaos, blood, fire and death when performing on stage while there is also 

the opposite being the tranquillity of spending time in nature or driving your motorcycle amidst the 

overwhelming Norse landscape. Do you need these two contrasting states of mind to find your balance? 

Balance is everything. Nothing better than going from the craziness of the road to the silent forest, or just 

hanging in the garage or on the road with your chopper. 

I noticed that you and the other Beyond Man members are not wearing corpse paint on the band 

pictures. It was the same as with the One Tail One Head band pics, although corpse paint was used 

when performing live. Is wearing corpse paint something that you still find absolutely necessary to enter 

in performing mode, but isn’t vital outside of performing? 

Yeah, it’s part of the process to leave the human side behind when entering the stage and taking the 

plunge into the abyss. We have plans to take this beast to the stage, so get in the ring! 

This interview was published on www.addergebroed.com on August 9, 2021. 

http://www.addergebroed.com/

